Adelaide Central School of Art Fontanelle Studios Bowden Residency 2017/18

Adelaide Central School of Art is pleased to offer a 10-month studio residency at Fontanelle Studios Bowden. Graduates of the Bachelor of Visual Art and/or Bachelor of Visual Art (Honours) program who have completed their studies within the last five years are eligible to apply.

The School in partnership with Fontanelle will provide a studio for 10 months from June 2017 – March 2018. This valuable opportunity offers a recent graduate of the School access to Fontanelle’s studio environment and community of artists.

The successful applicant will have access to regular informal professional mentorship from Fontanelle co-directors Brigid Noone, Ben Leslie and Mary-Jean Richardson. The successful applicant will also have an opportunity to exhibit in the project space (second gallery space) at Fontanelle over the next 12 months.

About Fontanelle Studios Bowden

26 Sixth Street Bowden
South Australia 5007
www.fontanelle.com.au
T 08 8346 7466

Fontanelle Gallery and Studios is an independent creative hub that promotes excellence in contemporary visual art. It was established in 2012 by artists Brigid Noone, Ben Leslie and Mary-Jean Richardson. Fontanelle provides an incubator for emerging, mid-career and established South Australian artists, curators and writers to produce work, take risks, engage in dialogue and debate, and exhibit.

Fontanelle offers creative and practical support to residents through its inclusive studio community, by curating and presenting innovative, interactive exhibition programs, and by engaging with the wider community through artist-led workshops and public art projects.

Currently located in Bowden, Fontanelle houses 26 individual studios, two galleries, a technical workshop, a common installation area, and a dedicated space for artist-led workshops and lectures.

Fontanelle Studio Residency 2017 Application

Applications for the Fontanelle Studio Residency must be submitted by email to director@fontanelle.com.au by Friday 15 May 2017.

Applications must include:
- Current Curriculum Vitae (maximum of one page)
- Artist statement (maximum of 200 words)
- Statement of studio intent (maximum of 200 words)
- Two phone referees
- Documentation of 10 artworks. Images to be submitted in power point form with all works clearly labeled with title, year, medium, size. Moving-image works can be sent as URL links to Vimeo, YouTube, other websites and/or digital files playable on PC/Windows software. Moving-image works must have accompanying information with title, year, medium, size.

Please note total size of attachments must not exceed 6MB.
Eligibility

- Graduates of the Bachelor of Visual Art and/or Bachelor of Visual Art (Honours) program are eligible to apply for up to five years following the completion of their studies
- Applicants must be willing and able to commit a minimum of 25 hours per week to working in the studio
- Applicant must be willing and able to commit to one four hour gallery sitting shift per month as part of Fontanelle’s volunteer team
- All application details must be completed

Criteria

- Track record of excellence as a graduate of Adelaide Central School of Art
- Quality, depth and ambition of the intended studio work to be undertaken at Fontanelle
- Willingness to actively contribute to Fontanelle’s studio culture
- Proven ability to work respectfully and considerately with others

Contact Fontanelle at director@fontanelle.com.au or Graduate Support Program Manager, Luke Thurgate at luke.thurgate@acsa.sa.edu.au for more information.